Conventional cryptographic algorithms are not sufficient to protect secret keys and data in white-box environments, where an attacker has full visibility and control over an executing software code. For this reason, cryptographic algorithms have been redesigned to be resistant to white-box attacks. The first white-box AES (WB-AES) implementation was thought to provide reliable security in that all brute force attacks are infeasible even in white-box environments; however, this proved not to be the case. In particular, Billet and others presented a cryptanalysis of WB-AES with 230 time complexity, and Michiels and others generalized it for all substitution-linear transformation ciphers. Recently, a collision-based cryptanalysis was also reported. In this paper, we revisit Chow and others's first WB-AES implementation and present a conditional re-encoding method for cryptanalysis protection. The experimental results show that there is approximately a 57% increase in the memory requirement and a 20% increase in execution speed.
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I. Introduction

Data encryption is, without a doubt, one of the best ways to protect information stored in a digital device. In most cases, cryptographic algorithms are open to all for review and the secrecy aspect is maintained through the use of secret keys. If an attacker needs to perform an impractically large number of mathematical tests to reveal a secret key, then it indicates that the cryptographic algorithms are computationally secure. In the case of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), there are $3.4 \times 10^{38}$ possible key combinations with respect to a 128-bit key size. Cracking the key using a supercomputer would require an average of $1.02 \times 10^{18}$ years of testing at a rate of $10.51 \times 10^{15}$ floating point operations per second. For this reason, if the secret key is kept secure, then it is also assumed to be secure.

Most cryptographic algorithms are designed to protect a secret key against what is known as a “black-box attack.” In a black-box attack model, an attacker has knowledge of the cryptographic algorithm and is able to examine various inputs and outputs, but is unable to monitor its execution or any intermediate results generated during the computation. Based on these conditions, a black-box attacker can mount various types of attacks including known-plaintext, ciphertext-only, chosen-ciphertext, and adaptive chosen-plaintext attacks.

While these attacks seem to be powerful enough in a black-box attack model, the physical properties of cryptosystems mean software is vulnerable to advanced attacks. Often, if an attacker has sufficient access to a target cipher to mount adaptive attacks, then they may obtain some useful information about the execution of an algorithm and its secret key. For example, side-channel attacks, such as differential power analysis (DPA) [1] or correlation power analysis (CPA) [2],
enable an attacker to crack smart cards protected with cryptographic algorithms in a matter of minutes rather than the theoretical billion years of testing. This type of attack exploits the fact that the power consumption of a cryptographic device at any given point in time strongly depends on the data it processes and the operation it performs. Provided that enough power traces are given, an attacker can perform a statistical analysis and discover a secret key very quickly [3]. Another type of side-channel attack is realized through maliciously injecting faults into a cryptographic device and observing the corresponding erroneous outputs; this is a so-called fault injection attack. In some extreme cases such as the RSA algorithm using the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT-RSA), even a single fault injection enables an attacker to reveal a secret key [3]–[4].

Side-channel attacks, however, are characterized as a “grey-box attack” because an attacker has access to a small part of the execution. From this standpoint, the countermeasures against a grey-box attack do not fully reflect reality. A much more powerful type of attack is a “white-box attack.” In this attack model, an attacker has total visibility into an execution platform and the software implementation of an algorithm. This means that an attacker can analyze and tamper with the binary code and corresponding memory page of the application during execution. To this end, an attacker may use an assistant attack tool such as a disassembler or debugger. Unfortunately, most cryptographic algorithms, including those for digital signatures, authentication, smart cards, and the like, are vulnerable to white-box attacks. There is therefore a need for white-box cryptography in any software protection strategy. The protection of AES against a white-box attack (WB-AES) was started in [5] with the addition of cryptanalysis for this technique [6], and continuous research on WB-AES has followed [7]–[10].

Overall, each WB-AES algorithm has a corresponding cryptanalysis of its weakness. There is therefore a need for a secure WB-AES algorithm that is resistant to cryptanalysis.

In this paper, we revisit the vulnerabilities of Chow’s WB-AES [5] and improve it in such a way so as to protect against a white-box attack, with low additional costs. Our solution changes a portion of the encoding method in addition to the construction of a specific type of lookup table. This new encoding method is the key idea behind the protection of previous white-box attacks. Compared to Chow’s WB-AES, the additional costs are 1.57-times the size of the lookup tables, and 1.2-times the runtime with an Intel Core i7 at 3.4 GHz.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews the WB-AES algorithm proposed by Chow and others. In Section III, we describe the previous cryptanalysis. We then propose our WB-AES algorithm, which is resistant to cryptanalysis, and analyze its security and performance in Section IV. Finally, we provide some concluding remarks in Section V.

II. White-Box AES Implementation

In this section, we review the WB-AES algorithm proposed by Chow and others [4] with respect to a 128-bit key size, which can be extended to a 192- or 256-bit key size. In WB-AES, AddRoundKey, SubBytes, and part of the MixColumns are combined into a series of table lookups. To this end, the secret key is first integrated into an S-box. The MixColumns step is then combined to a key-customized S-box. For the details, we start with the description of a conventional AES-128 encryption [11] and its variation. AES-128 encryption can generally be described as follows:

\[
\text{state} \leftarrow \text{plaintext}
\]

\[
\text{AddRoundKey(state, } k_0 \text{)}
\]

for \( r = 1 \) to \( 9 \)

\[
\text{SubBytes(state)}
\]

\[
\text{ShiftRows(state)}
\]

\[
\text{MixColumns(state)}
\]

\[
\text{AddRoundKey(state, } k_r \text{)}
\]

\[
\text{SubBytes(state)}
\]

\[
\text{ShiftRows(state)}
\]

\[
\text{AddRoundKey(state, } k_{10} \text{)}
\]

\[
\text{ciphertext} \leftarrow \text{state}
\]

Here, we know the following [5], [12]:

1) It is possible to put AddRoundKey(state, \( k_0 \)) into the for-loop while removing AddRound(state, \( k_0 \)).
2) SubBytes followed by ShiftRows produces the same result as ShiftRows followed by SubBytes.
3) AddRoundKey(state, \( k_r^{-1} \)) followed by ShiftRows(state) produces the same result as ShiftRows(state) followed by AddRoundKey(state, \( k_r^{-1} \)), where \( k_r^{-1} \) is the result of applying ShiftRows to \( k_r^{-1} \).

These observations give us the following description by which AES is converted into a table-based implementation.

\[
\text{state} \leftarrow \text{plaintext}
\]

for \( r = 1 \) to \( 9 \)

\[
\text{ShiftRows(state)}
\]

\[
\text{AddRoundKey(state, } \hat{k}^{-1} \text{)}
\]

\[
\text{SubBytes(state)}
\]

\[
\text{MixColumns(state)}
\]

\[
\text{ShiftRows(state)}
\]

\[
\text{AddRoundKey(state, } \hat{k}^0 \text{)}
\]

\[
\text{SubBytes(state)}
\]

\[
\text{AddRoundKey(state, } k_{10} \text{)}
\]
ciphertext ← state

1. AddRoundKey and SubBytes

For the key-customized instances of AES-128, AddRoundKey and SubBytes are first combined into the so-called T-boxes — a series of 160 lookup tables that map bytes to bytes. These T-boxes are defined as follows:
\[
T_{i,j}^r(x) = S(x \oplus k_{i,j}^r) \quad \text{for} \quad i = 0, \ldots, 3, \ j = 0, \ldots, 3, \ r = 1, \ldots, 9,
\]
\[
T_{i,j}^{10}(x) = S(x \oplus k_{i,j}^{10}) \oplus k_{i,j}^{10} \quad \text{for} \quad i = 0, \ldots, 3, \ j = 0, \ldots, 3.
\]
Note that \( S(x) \) is an S-box with an 8-bit input value, \( x \), and T-boxes for round 10 have to absorb two round keys, \( \hat{k}^9 \) and \( k^{10} \), where \( \hat{k}_{i,j} = k'_{i,j \mod 4\cdot r} \).

2. T-Box and MixColumns

After each byte in the state is mapped through a T-box, multiplication of a 32-bit vector by a MixColumns matrix (MC) is performed. To reduce the total size of lookup tables, these multiplications are divided as four separate multiplications of an 8-bit vector by subdividing MC. Let \( x_0, x_1, x_2, \) and \( x_3 \) be four bytes to be multiplied by MC. The multiplication can be decomposed as follows:
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
02 & 03 & 01 & 01 \\
01 & 02 & 03 & 01 \\
01 & 01 & 02 & 03 \\
03 & 01 & 01 & 02 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x_0 \\
x_1 \\
x_2 \\
x_3 \\
\end{bmatrix}
= x_4 \times
\begin{bmatrix}
02 & 03 & 01 & 01 \\
01 & 02 & 03 & 01 \\
01 & 02 & 03 & 03 \\
03 & 01 & 01 & 02 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
01 \\
01 \\
02 \\
03 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]
Let \( y_0, y_1, y_2, \) and \( y_3 \) denote the four terms on the right-hand side. The so-called \( T_y \) tables that map 8-bits to 32-bits are defined as follows:
\[
T_y(x) = x \times [02 01 01 03]T,
\]
\[
T_y(x) = x \times [03 02 01 01]T,
\]
\[
T_y(x) = x \times [01 03 02 01]T,
\]
\[
T_y(x) = x \times [01 01 03 02]T.
\]
Then, multiplication of the four bytes \( x_0, x_1, x_2, \) and \( x_3 \) by MC can be computed by four table lookups and three XORs: \( T_y(x) \oplus T_y(x) \oplus T_y(x) \oplus T_y(x) \). In rounds 1 to 9, 144 \( T_y \) tables are needed to accept the 8-bit outputs of T-boxes.

3. Encodings

Since an attacker can access the lookup tables from round 1, they can easily reveal the secret key. There is therefore a need for input and output encodings to obfuscate all lookup tables. There are two types of encodings — non-linear encodings\(^1\) on its input and output, and affine mixing bijections applied to all key-dependent lookup tables. The input and output encodings achieve confusion, as defined by Shannon \([13]\), while mixing bijections achieve diffusion. In the Type II tables, 8 \times 8 mixing bijections are used to diffuse the input to T-boxes, and 32 \times 32 mixing bijections, MB, are inserted after MixColumns. A trapezoid that is labeled “32 \times 8” in Type II shown in Fig. 1 indicates a result of applying the mixing bijections to the \( T_y \) tables. The Type III tables combine MB\(^-1\) with the inverse of the input 8 \times 8 mixing bijections for T-boxes of the next round. To reduce the size of lookup tables, MB\(^-1\) is also divided into four submatrices, MB\(^{-1}\). Another trapezoid that is labeled “32 \times 8” in Type III depicted in Fig. 1 means a combination of MB\(^{-1}\) and the inverse of the 8 \times 8 mixing bijections \([5]\).

4. XOR

The lookup values from Type II and Type III tables should be XOR-ed so that multiplications become complete. The Type IV tables define XOR operations that take in four bits from each of two previous computations and map them to their XOR; \( \text{XOR}(x, y) = x \oplus y \).

There are two variations of Type IV in WB-AES — one to XOR (and combine) 4-bit chunks for a 32-bit result of Type II and Type III tables, and the other for a 128-bit result of Type IA and Type IB tables. Each 4-bit input has to be decoded and the 4-bit output has to be encoded non-linearly. The XOR operation of 4-bit chunks using Type IV tables is given below for illustration purposes \([14]\):
\[
\text{E1}(x_0), \ldots, \text{E1}(x_3): \text{Encoded 4-bit inputs to Type IV table}.
\]
\[
\text{InvE1}: \text{Input decoding table}.
\]
\[
\text{E2}: \text{Output encoding table}.
\]

---

1) The input decoding and the output encoding are performed in 4-bit unit with a concatenated form to avoid large tables.
where \(0, 1, 2, 3\) respectively. For compatibility with an original AES, the input and non-linear transformations. On the other hand, the output to Type IA should be first encoded by the corresponding linear and IV tables are depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. Type IA and IB tables.

Fig. 3. Sequence of table lookups.

- InvE2: Output decoding table, used in the next stage.

The resulting value of \(E2(x_0 \oplus x_1 \oplus x_2 \oplus x_3)\) can be computed in the following way:

\[
\begin{align*}
pair0 &= E2(InvE1(E1(x_0))) \oplus InvE1(E1(x_1)), \\
pair1 &= E2(InvE1(E1(x_1))) \oplus InvE2(pair2), \\
pair2 &= E2(InvE1(E1(x_0))) \oplus InvE2(pair1). 
\end{align*}
\]

Here, \(pair0\) has a value of \(E2(x_0 \oplus x_1 \oplus x_2 \oplus x_3)\). Type II, III, and IV tables are depicted in Fig. 1.

5. External Encodings

External input and output encodings are composed of two sets of sixteen 8-bit to 128-bit lookup tables. Each external input encoding table (Type IA) contains one 128 × 8 vertical section of a 128 × 128 matrix (that is, the composition of the inverse of the initial encoding prior to round 1 and the concatenation of the input mixing bijections for the inverse of \(T_{ij}^1\)) surrounded by 4-bit input and output encodings. Each external output encoding table (Type IB), on the other hand, includes the composition of the mixing bijection combined with \(T_{ij}^0\), and a 128 × 8 vertical section of a 128 × 128 matrix for the final encoding, surrounded by 4-bit input and output encodings. These result in the lookup tables depicted in Fig. 2. Consequently, all of the tables described thus far are looked up in the order shown in Fig. 3.

For later use, we distinguish Type IV following Type II and Type III tables as Type IV_II and Type IV_III tables, respectively. For compatibility with an original AES, the input to Type IA should be first encoded by the corresponding linear and non-linear transformations. On the other hand, the output of round 10 should be decoded by the corresponding non-linear and linear transformations.

All encoding tables have to be deleted after generating the lookup tables. All we need is a set of lookup tables for encryption/decryption.

III. Cryptanalysis of WB-AES

In this section, we briefly introduce three methods of cryptanalysis of WB-AES and point out a common starting point between them. As explained in the previous section, Chow and others’ WB-AES obfuscates the lookup tables using input/output encodings and mixing bijections. However, linear mixing bijections along with output encodings and the corresponding input decodings along with linear mixing bijections cancel out at the boundary between two consecutive rounds. Billet and others’ cryptanalysis [6] starts with this fact. We first review Billet and others’ cryptanalysis and then Michiels and others’ generalized cryptanalysis of white-box ciphers [15]. In addition, we review a collision-based attack introduced by Lepoint and others [10]. Our purpose is to find a common starting point of cryptanalysis, and we thus propose a countermeasure in which the starting point is not applied.

1. Billet and Others’ Cryptanalysis

In [6], the cryptanalysis begins with the conceptualized \(R'_r\) boxes depicted in Fig. 4. Each \(R'_r\) box consists of four 8-bit to 8-bit input permutations \(P'_{ij}\) (and the respective output permutations \(Q'_{ij}\)), made up of the composition of two concatenated 4-bit to 4-bit input (and the respective output) encodings, and one 8-bit to 8-bit mixing bijection. Each \(Q'_{ij}\) is the inverse of \(P'_{ij}\), where \(r \in [0, 9]\). Using this \(R'_r\) representation, the cryptanalysis defines a function \(y_i\) of \((x_0, x_1, x_2, x_3)\) as follows:

\[
y_i(x_0, x_1, x_2, x_3) = Q'_r \left( \alpha_{ij,0} P'_0 (x_0) \oplus \alpha_{ij,3} T'_3 (P'_3 (x_3)) \right) \oplus \alpha_{ij,2} T'_2 (P'_2 (x_2)) \oplus \alpha_{ij,1} T'_1 (P'_1 (x_1)),
\]

(1)
where \(a_{ij}\) are the coefficients of MixColumns. If \(x_1, x_2,\) and \(x_3\) are fixed to certain constants, say \(c_1, c_2,\) and \(c_3,\) respectively, then we have

\[
y_0(x, c_1, c_2, c_3) = Q'_0 \left( aT'_{o,i} \left( P'_{o,j}(x) \oplus \beta_i \right) \right).
\]

Since \(x\) only takes 256 values and constant \(\beta_i\) is fixed, these mappings are known by the input/output, as well as by their inverses. Changing one of the constants, \(c_1, c_2,\) or \(c_3,\) for example, \(c_1, c_2,\) and \(c'_1,\) produces the following function as a lookup table:

\[
y_0(x, c_1, c_2, c_3) = y_0(x, c_1, c_2, c'_1)^{-1} = Q'_0 \left( aT'_{o,i} \left( P'_{o,j}(x) \oplus \beta_i \right) \right) \oplus \beta_i.
\]

where \(\beta = \beta_i \oplus \beta'_i\) takes all values in GF(2). Theorem 1 (below) then enables an attacker to recover the non-linear part \(Q'_0\) of \(Q_0\) such that \(Q'_0 \circ Q_0 = \text{affine mapping}, A^{-1}\), for any round \(r \in [1, 9]\) with time complexity \(2^{24}\). Because there is no MixColumns step, the last round is excluded from the cryptanalysis. The open dot “\(\circ\)” means a composition of functions.

**Theorem 1.** Given a set of functions \(S = \{Q \circ \oplus_{\rho} \circ Q'^{-1}\}_{\rho}\) where \(\rho \in \text{GF}(2)^n\), \(Q\) is a permutation of \(\text{GF}(2)^n\), and \(\oplus_{\rho}\) is the translation by \(\rho\) in \(\text{GF}(2)^n\), one can construct a particular solution, \(Q\), such that there exists an affine mapping, \(A\), so that \(Q = Q \circ A\).

The next step is to recover the affine maps \(Q'_0 = A_0 \oplus g_0\) where \(A_0\) is linear and \(g_0\) is a constant. To this end, (1) is used to determine a unique mapping, \(L\), and a constant, \(c\), such that for all \(x_0 \in \text{GF}(2)^8\) we have \(y_0(x_0, 0, 0, 0) = L(y_0(x_0, 0, 0, 0)) \oplus c\).

The time complexity to solve this is much lower than \(2^{16}\) with a highly over-defined linear system of \(2^8 \times 8\) equations, involving the 64 entries of \(L\) as well as the eight entries of \(c\) as unknowns over \(\text{GF}(2)^3\), using the knowledge of the functions \(y_1, y_2\) and \(\gamma, \delta\) based on their values.

It is then possible to recover \(A_0\) the linear part of \(Q_0\), with time complexity \(2^{24}\) by determining the characteristic polynomial of \(L\). At the same time, the constant part \(g_0\) of \(Q_0\) is also computed using the knowledge of \(a_{ij}\) by setting the four variables in (1) to zero. It was shown that the linear parts of \(Q_0, P_0,\) and \(Q_1\) can be directly computed from the knowledge of the linear key part of \(Q_0\) with time complexity \(2^{16}\). In a similar way, all \(Q'_0\) of a round can be computed. At the same time, \(P^{-1}\) is computed because we know \(Q'_0\) is the inverse of \(P^{-1}\), as stated previously. After the mappings are recovered, the round key bytes embedded in the AES-128 white-box implementation can be retrieved. Even though they are not necessarily in the right order, they can be rearranged owing to the constraint in the key derivation algorithm of AES-128. In conclusion, the total complexity of this cryptanalysis is bounded by \(2^{30}\). In [16], Tolhuizen improved it to \(2^{22}\) using a preprocessing step.

2. Michiels and Others’ Cryptanalysis

Michiels and others generalized Billet and others’ strategy against substitution-linear transformation (SLT) ciphers [15]. Their generalization is composed of the following three steps:

1) Removing the non-linear part of the mixing bijection encodings using Theorem 1
2) Removing the linear part of the encodings by solving a linear equivalence problem [17]–[18]
3) Extracting the secret key information by solving a matrix equivalence problem

To be more specific, a generic substitution-affine transformation (SAT) cipher is defined in the second step, where a round consists of T-boxes \(T'\), followed by an invertible affine function \(\epsilon'\). Because MixColumns, the affine function of AES, are known to an attacker, \(T'\) and \(\epsilon'\) can be computed. Biryukov and others’ algorithm [17] is used to solve the equivalence problem \(T_i = \gamma_0 \circ S_i \circ \delta_i\), where \(\gamma\) and \(\delta\) are the affine functions that describe the affine relation between \(T_i\) and \(S_i\). Since \(T_i\) is a part of the SAT cipher, it contains the key \(k\).

Note that this cryptanalysis also begins with Theorem 1 to remove the non-linear part.

3. Lepoint and Others’ Cryptanalysis

A collision-based attack [10] was recently introduced in SAC2013. As shown in Fig. 5, this cryptanalysis finds collisions to recover functions \(S_0, S_1, S_2,\) and \(S_3\) and associated key bytes using the equation

\[
Q_0(02 \circ S_0(\alpha) \circ 03 \circ S_1(0) \circ c) = Q_0(02 \circ S_3(0) \circ 03 \circ S_4(\beta) \circ c).
\]

As they mentioned, there are 256 pairs \((\alpha, \beta)\) with a trivial solution \((0, 0)\). The attacker constructs a linear system to recover \(S_0\) and \(S_3\). After \(S_0\) is recovered, \(S_1\) can be recovered through an exhaustive search. The remaining functions, \(S_2\) and \(S_3\), are then recovered similarly by solving the linear systems. Once the \(S_i\) functions have been recovered, one can easily recover \(Q_1\) in the output of the first round. The total time complexity of the attack is \(2^{22}\).

For the cryptanalysis above, we can see through Theorem 1 that the first two methods of cryptanalysis used and the collision equation of the last method are both dependent on \(Q\). More precisely, their assertion assumes that for \(x, y \in \text{GF}(2^8)\), if \(x = y\), then \(Q(x) = Q(y)\); and if \(x \neq y\), then \(Q(x) \neq Q(y)\).
What is important here is that intermediate values are combined by XORs, and the non-linear encoding is then followed in the 4-bit unit. In the following section, based on this fact, we propose a conditional re-encoding method and show that it can protect against three methods of cryptanalysis.

IV. Proposed Encoding Method

The key idea behind the conditional re-encoding we propose is to create many-to-many relationships in the non-linear encoding for the round output. To this end, the non-linear encoding table for the round output is switched depending on the characteristic of the inputs to Type IV_III (XOR tables). We also analyze its security against cryptanalysis in the next section.

1. Basic Idea and Its Extension

A. Round Output Encoding

Let $\delta$ denote the non-linear encoding function for the round output. Given $x, y \in \{0, 1\}^4$ and $z = x \oplus y$, $\delta$ depends on $x, y$, and $z$ instead of only $z$. This is as follows:

1) Encode $z$ using table $E2$: $z' \leftarrow E2(z)$.
2) Let $\phi$ be a function examining the characteristics of $x$ and $y$ based on a predefined rule. For example, for two randomly selected $i, j$, where $1 \leq i, j \leq 4$, and $i \neq j$, we have

$$\phi(x, y) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } x(i) \neq y(j), \\ 0 & \text{otherwise,} \end{cases}$$

where $x(n)$ indicates the $n$th bit of $x$.

3) If $\phi(x, y) = 1$, then re-encode $z'$ using an additional encoding table $E3$: $z' \leftarrow E3(z')$.
4) Return $\delta(x, y, z) = z'$. Here, the choice of $\phi$ is not limited to this example, but can be extended to various scenarios including a comparison of multiple bits of $x$ and $y$. We will discuss the security aspect of this later.

This conditional re-encoding depending on the value of $\phi$ creates a many-to-many relationship between $z$ and $z'$. To be more precise, given $x1, x2, y1, y2 \in \{0, 1\}^4$ such that $x1 \oplus y1 = z1$ and $x2 \oplus y2 = z2$, let us assume that $\phi(x1, y1) = 1$ and $\phi(x2, y2) = 0$. We then know that $\delta(x1, y1, z1) \neq \delta(x2, y2, z2)$. For this reason, $z'$ requires the value of $\phi(x, y)$ to be correctly decoded. Because the value of $\phi(x, y)$ determines whether a re-encoding takes place, $\delta$ is a function of $\phi(x, y)$ and $z$.

B. Round Input Decoding

To properly decode $z'$ back to $z$, we need to keep track of the occurrence of the re-encoding in a satellite value. We denote the satellite variable by $\gamma$, and its value is determined by the value of $\phi(x, y)$. If $\gamma = 1$, then it means that $z' = E3(E2(z))$; otherwise, $z' = E2(z)$. The input decoding $\delta^{-1}$ of the next round is then a function of $z'$ and $\gamma$ as follows:

$$z = \delta^{-1}(z', \gamma) = \begin{cases} \text{InvE2(InvE3(z'))} & \text{if } \gamma = 1, \\ \text{InvE2(z')} & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

The last step is to apply the conditional re-encoding and decoding during the generation of the lookup table. The table generation for Type IV_III and Type II tables needs to be modified as follows.

C. Type IV_III Generation and Lookup

A sub-byte of a round output is computed using three XOR operations combining four intermediate values, and we denote each intermediate result by pair2, pair1, and pair0, as in Section II. Without having to apply the conditional re-encoding to all pairs, we apply it only when pair0 is computed for simplicity. Thus, a Type IV_III table should reflect the conditional re-encoding based on the characteristics of the two 4-bit inputs of pair0 when it is generated (see Appendix).

To properly look up a Type IV_III table, we must consider that all encodings and XOR operations are performed in the 4-bit unit, and $\gamma$ needs to be two bits to track the re-encodings of the upper and lower 4-bit chunks separately; in each round, the total size of $\gamma$ is then $16 \times 2$ bits. The satellite variable $\gamma$ provides no additional secret information to the attacker because the two inputs are encoded values.

D. Type II Generation and Lookup

To be properly cooperated with the modified Type IV_III tables, the Type II tables must also be modified to correctly decode the input. The conditional re-encoding is independently applied to the upper and lower 4-bit output of a Type IV_III
Table 1. Four cases of input decoding in a Type II table, where \( \gamma \) is corresponding value of \( \phi \) for each case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \gamma )</th>
<th>( \gamma' )</th>
<th>( \gamma'' )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{InvE2(X1)} )</td>
<td>( \text{InvE2(X0)} )</td>
<td>00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{InvE2(X1)} )</td>
<td>( \text{InvE3(InvE2(X0))} )</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{InvE3(InvE2(X1))} )</td>
<td>( \text{InvE2(X0)} )</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{InvE3(InvE2(X1))} )</td>
<td>( \text{InvE3(InvE2(X0))} )</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

table. For this reason, a Type II table contains four decoding cases, as shown in Table 1. To look up a correctly decoded input for a Type II table, \( \gamma \) has to be referred. Based on Table 1, \( \gamma \) can be used as an index to select the decoded value.

2. Security Analysis

As stated previously, three methods of cryptanalysis depend on Theorem 1 or the collision equation. In turn, Theorem 1 and the collision equation strongly rely on \( Q \). Specifically, Theorem 1 basically uses \( Q^{-1} \circ Q(c) = z \) and the collision equation uses the fact that \( z = z' \) if \( Q(z) = Q(c') \). Owing to the many-to-many relationship by the conditional re-encoding, Theorem 1 and the collision equation are not acceptable for our proposed scheme. The details are as follows.

A. Against Theorem 1

When we say \( Q^{-1} \circ Q(c) = z \), this means that the output of the non-linear encoding is determined by only its 8-bit value. To be more precise, a particular 8-bit \( z \) at the same round, row, column, and pair has to be encoded to a particular output \( z' \). In addition, \( z' \) has to be decoded to \( z \). Based on the property of the conditional re-encoding, this is not always guaranteed.

Let us recall (3). An attacker assumed that the table for the non-linear encoding at the same round, row, column, and pair is always the same. However, we know that the non-linear encoding table for the round output is

\[
\begin{cases} 
E_3 \circ E_2 & \text{if } \phi(x, y) = 1, \\
E_2 & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
\]

where \( x \) and \( y \) are 4-bit inputs to be XORed. Given a particular round, row, column, and pair, we need to conduct the XOR operations between 8-bit inputs and encode the result for the round output. The following examples illustrate how this disturbs Theorem 1. Table 2 explains the notation to be used.

**Example 1.** \( X = \text{0x11}, Y = \text{0x34}, E_2_{\text{high}} (\text{0x2}) = \text{0xA}, E_2_{\text{low}} (\text{0x5}) = \text{0x1}, \text{and } E_3_{\text{high}} (\text{0xA}) = \text{0x7}, E_3_{\text{low}} (\text{0x1}) = \text{0xC}. \) The decision function \( \phi \) outputs 1 if the LSB of the first input and the second LSB of the second input are different. The following computation is then depicted in Fig. 6, and we know that \( Z_1 = X \oplus Y = \text{0x25} \) and \( \gamma = 01. \) This gives us the final encoded output of 0xAC because the lower 4-bit of \( Z_1 \) has to be re-encoded.

**Example 2.** \( X = \text{0xB7}, Y = \text{0x92}, \) and the other conditions are the same; thus, we have \( Z_2 = X \oplus Y = \text{0x25} \) and \( \gamma = 10. \) In this case, the final encoded output is 0x71 because only the upper 4-bit of \( Z_2 \) has to be re-encoded.

**Example 3.** \( X = \text{0x6C}, Y = \text{0x41}, E_2_{\text{low}} (\text{0xD}) = \text{0xA}, \) and the other conditions are the same; thus, we have \( Z_3 = X \oplus Y = \text{0x2D} \) and \( \gamma = 00. \) The final encoded output is then 0xAC because there is no re-encoding. In the first two examples, we showed that the two encoded outputs can be different due to the re-encoding even though \( Z_1 \) and \( Z_2 \) are the same.

In contrast, the last two examples showed that the two encoded outputs can be the same even though \( Z_2 \) and \( Z_3 \) are different. The decoding for the next round’s input also has a many-to-many relationship because the input decoding is
determined by γ. For this reason, a successful cryptanalysis using Theorem 1 is possible if there is always no re-encoding or always a re-encoding. According to (3) and Theorem 1, an attacker needs 
\[ S = (Q \circ \otimes \circ Q^{-1})(x), \]
where \( x \in \text{GF}(2^8) \). Because we know that the probability that \( \gamma = '00' \) is 1/4, the probability of “always no re-encoding” happening is \((1/4)^{256}\). Similarly, the probability of “always a re-encoding” is also \((1/4)^{256}\). Thus, there is a negligible probability of constructing a correct \( S \) for an attacker who has one of the assumptions, “always no re-encoding” or “always a re-encoding.” Without a correct set of functions \( S \), an attacker is unable to construct a particular solution \( \hat{Q} \) in Theorem 1 and therefore the cryptanalysis cannot work.

Without loss of generality, if we compare \( n \) bits of \( x_k \) and \( y_k \), where \( k = 0 \) or \( 1 \), to test the condition for the re-encoding, then there is a \( 1/2^n \) probability of a re-encoding not happening. Therefore, if we compare four bits of \( x_k \) and \( y_k \), a sub-byte of a round output is re-encoded with a 255/256 probability. In this case, the attacker can be convinced that the output was probably encoded by the same table, \( E_3 \circ E_2 \). The problem then returns to its starting point. For this reason, we recommend comparing a single bit between \( x_k \) and \( y_k \). In addition, one might be curious if the many-to-many relationship of the non-linear encoding lowers the security level of WB-AES. However, the encoding becomes complex because the number of encoding cases is significantly increased.

B. Against Collision Attacks

Lepoint and others’ cryptanalysis needs to find a collision by \( Q \). We now show that the many-to-many relationship by the conditional re-encoding prevents this cryptanalysis from finding such a collision. As pointed out previously, the attacker first tries to recover functions \( S_0 \) and \( S_1 \) using (4) as follows:

\[
Q_1(02 \otimes S_0(α) \oplus 03 \otimes S_1(0) \oplus c) = Q_0(02 \otimes S_0(0) \oplus 03 \otimes S_1(β) \oplus c).
\]

In this cryptanalysis, this means that \( 02 \otimes S_0(α) \oplus 03 \otimes S_1(0) = 02 \otimes S_0(0) \oplus 03 \otimes S_1(β) \), because the non-linear encoding for the round output guarantees a one-to-one mapping regardless of how the mixing bijection obfuscates each byte.

However, as demonstrated in the previous analysis, even if both sides of the equation are the same, then their encoded outputs can be different owing to the conditional re-encoding. On the contrary, there can be collisions even when

\[ 02 \otimes S_0(α) \oplus 03 \otimes S_1(0) \neq 02 \otimes S_0(0) \oplus 03 \otimes S_1(β). \]

We expect that each intermediate bit becomes 0 or 1 with a 1/2 probability owing to the confusion and diffusion property of S-box, MixColumns, and mixing bijection. In this assumption, half of the \((α, β)\) pairs satisfying

\[ 02 \otimes S_0(α) \oplus 03 \otimes S_1(0) = 02 \otimes S_0(0) \oplus 03 \otimes S_1(β) \]

may not lead to collisions if the re-encoding occurs by a 1-bit comparison. The attacker’s disadvantage here is that it is not allowed to fully recover \( S_0 \). In turn, \( S_1 \), \( S_0 \), and \( S_1 \) cannot be recovered without recovering \( S_0 \). Since the attacker is unable to find the correct collision sets, the strategy for the cryptanalysis is not complete for the proposed scheme.

3. Size and Performance

We provide additional costs of our proposed algorithm in terms of the memory requirement and execution speed. The only operation left unchanged from the AES implementation of Daemen and Rijmen [11] is ShiftRows while the changed lookup tables from Chow and others’ WB-AES are Type II and IV_III tables. The elapsed time for the table generation is not included in the runtime overhead.

A. Memory Requirement

The total size of the lookup tables is 1,212,416 bytes. A reasonable comparison is Chow and others’ WB-AES, which requires 770,048 bytes for the lookup tables. Only the Type II table increases its size, with a four-fold increase. This is due to the fact that there are four cases of input decoding in a Type II table, as stated previously. As a consequence, our proposed WB-AES requires 1.57-times the size of the lookup tables in total, compared to Chow and others’ WB-AES, shown in Table 3.

B. Execution Time

The number of lookups is left unchanged from Chow and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Chow’s</th>
<th>Proposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type IA</td>
<td>65,536</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type IA_IV</td>
<td>61,440</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type II</td>
<td>147,456</td>
<td>589,824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type IV_II</td>
<td>110,592</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type III</td>
<td>147,456</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type IV_III</td>
<td>110,592</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type IV_IB</td>
<td>65,536</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>770,048</td>
<td>1,212,416</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Comparison of runtime. Number of clock ticks per second is 1,000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>CPU ticks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AES-128</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chow and others</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our WB-AES</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

others’ WB-AES, but some additional operations are needed to compute and read $\gamma$. To compare the runtime of the standard AES implementation, for both Chow and others’ WB-AES and our own, we performed experiments using a desktop PC with an Intel Core i7 CPU at 3.4 GHz. We repeated each algorithm 100 times and measured the number of elapsed CPU ticks during the execution. The average CPU tick is shown in Table 4. Because the number of clock ticks per second of our PC is 1,000, one CPU tick is equal to 1 ms.

Compared to AES, Chow and others’ WB-AES is approximately ten-times slower, whereas our WB-AES is twelve-times slower. The interesting point here is that we expected a much lower execution time because of a number of lookups compared to AES. This result indicates that other operations, such as an XOR, in AES probably take more time than the lookups.

C. Table Generation

The first step of white-box cryptography is to generate the lookup tables. However, generating the lookup tables in advance is not included in the runtime overhead in our case as previously mentioned. For a comparison, we provide the elapsed time for the table generation of the two WB-AES algorithms. The main reasons for the additional time, as compared to Chow and others’ WB-AES, are as follows:

- generating additional encoding tables, $E_3$ and $InvE_3$
- conditional re-encoding of the output of Type IV_III tables
- generating the new Type II tables, which are four-times bigger than the original type

As a result, our algorithm requires approximately 8,100 ticks, whereas that of Chow and others requires 5,200 ticks on average.

V. Conclusion

To provide a secure WB-AES implementation, we proposed a conditional re-encoding method applied to the round outputs, and changed the corresponding input decoding of the next round. In addition, we described how to properly look up the tables and showed that the encoding variance protects against cryptanalysis. Additional costs compared to Chow and others’ WB-AES are about 1.57-times the total size of the lookup tables and 1.2-times the execution speed.

Appendix

Algorithm 1. Generating the original Type IV_III.

```plaintext
for (md = 0; md < 16; ++md) {
    for (row = 0; row < 4; ++row) {
        for (col = 0; col < 4; ++col) {
            for (pair = 0; pair < 3; ++pair) {
                /* offSet distinguishes the upper and the lower 4 bits of a byte */
                for (offSet = 0; offSet < 2; ++offSet) {
                    x_dec_table = & (InvE1) [rnd] [row] [col] [pair × 2 + offSet] [0];
                    y_dec_table = & (InvE2) [rnd] [row] [col] [offSet] [0];
                    if (pair = = 2) {
                        y_dec_table = & InvE1 [rnd] [row] [(pair + 1) × 2 + offSet] [0];
                    }
                    for (x = 0; x < 16; ++x) {
                        for (y = 0; y < 16; ++y) {
                            x_dec = x_dec_table [x];
                            y_dec = y_dec_table [y];
                            xy_index = x | y;
                            xy_xored = x_dec ^ y_dec;
                            Type IV [md] [row] [col] [pair] [offSet] [xy_index] = E2 [md] [row] [col] [offSet] [xy_xored];
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
```

Algorithm 1 shows how to generate the original Type IV_III table in [5]. It first decides the proper decoding tables for $x$ and $y$ based on a pair. Then, it decodes all possible 4-bit inputs $x$ and $y$, and computes the XOR value between them. To encode each resulting value, there is only one encoding table, $E_2$. The encoding is simply done by looking up the values of $E_2$ at the index $xy\_xored$; the encoded values are stored in Type IV_III. This is simplified in Fig. 7.

In Section IV, we recommended comparing a single bit of $x$ and $y$ to decide whether to conduct the re-encoding. For better understanding, Fig. 8 simplifies the flow of the generation of Type IV_III if the re-encoding is decided by a single bit comparison between $x$ and $y$. Algorithm 2 explains the generation of the proposed Type IV_III in detail on the condition that the re-encoding depends on the comparison of the LSB of $x$ and the second LSB of $y$. For all possible pairs of
4-bit $x$ and $y$, the proper decoding tables are decided first, and the XOR result is encoded by $E_2$. Based on the result of the comparison, the re-encoding using an additional encoding table $E_3$ is performed.

**Algorithm 2.** Generating the proposed Type IV_III.

```c
for (md = 0; md < 16; ++ md) {
    for (row = 0; row < 4; ++ row) {
        for (col = 0; col < 4; ++ col) {
            for (pair = 0; pair < 3; ++ pair) {
                # offSet distinguishes the upper and the lower 4 bits of a byte */
                if (offSet == 0) {
                    x_dec_table = & (InvE1) [md] [row] [col] [pair × 2 + offSet] [0];
                    y_dec_table = & (InvE2) [md] [row] [col] [offSet] [0];
                    if (pair == 2) {
                        y_dec_table = & InvE1 [md] [row] [col] [(pair + 1) × 2] + offSet [0];
                    }
                    for (x = 0; x < 16; ++ x) {
                        for (y = 0; y < 16; ++ y) {
                            x_dec = x_dec_table [x];
                            y_dec = y_dec_table [y];
                            xy_index = x | y;
                            xy_xored = x_dec ^ y_dec;
                            encoded_output = E2 [md] [row] [col] [offSet] [xy_xored];
                            if ((pair == 0) && ((x & 0x01) ^ (y & 0x02) == 1))
                                encoded_output = E3 [md] [row] [col] [offSet] [encoded_output];
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
```

Algorithm 2 shows how to generate the proposed Type IV_III table; here, $E_3$ is an additional encoding table used for the conditional re-encoding.
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